Get started with your aiFi
Start using your aiFi

How to stack your aiFi

1.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Charge your aiFi. We recommend to
charge the battery for at least three
hours before using it the first time.
Start your aiFi by holding your
finger on the upper button for three seconds.
The mood light on your aiFi is pulsating, which means it
is ready for Bluetooth® pairing. If not pulsating, press the
middle button for three seconds.
Open the Bluetooth® menu in your music device and
choose “aiFi Sam” from the list. (You can change name of
your aiFi in the aiFi app.)
Connect to “aiFi Sam”.
Start playing music from your device. Enjoy!

Note: For the best sound performance, let your aiFi play varying
types of music for at least eight hours at no more than
70% volume, before cranking up the volume.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Make sure that the aiFis you
want to stack are charged.
Start to play music from one aiFi.
Stack the aiFis on top or beside each other and they will
start playing together. When stacking on top: see to it that
the upper aiFi fits into the grooves of the lower one. When
stacking sideways: remove one of the aiFi Coins™ and slide
the aiFi’s together, the remaining coin fits on the side of the
other aiFi.
When the mood lights flash and the stack turns into one
colour you will hear the volume increase.
Stack on. Play on.

Note: the WaveDot™ patterns (
) are aligned so that the
communications between the units is secured.

The aiFi app
The aiFi app works as a remote control for your aiFi. It also enables
additional features such as the aiPlay™ which makes it possible for
everyone connected to the stack to be a DJ. Please download the
aiFi app to your mobile device.
Listening to music at excessive volume for extended periods of
time can cause damage to your hearing. Please use with care.

Thanks for choosing aiFi®. This Quick Guide gives you a general idea of the product and how to use it. To control your aiFi use the touch
control on the back or the aiFi app. For user guide and tutorials, please visit www.aifi.se/support.
Power
Power on the aiFi by pressing the
power button for three seconds
(long press). Double tap the
button to check the battery
status.
Source select/Bluetooth
Douple tap to switch between
Bluetooth and AUX jack. Long
press to control the Bluetooth®
function.
Light control
aiFi comes with a mood light
function that can be set to
different colors – or be turned
off. Double tap to instantly dim
the moodlight. Long press to
control the moodlight functions.

Volume
Swipe the three touch buttons up
or down to control the volume.
To mute, swipe down twice in
rapid pace. Swipe upwards to
increase the volume again.

AUX jack
Line-In 3.5 mm or optical S/PDIF
3.5 mm

aiFi Coin™
The aiFi Coin aligns your aiFis
sideways. One coin should
be removed when stacked
sideways

aiFi Coin™ resting Spot
You can rest your aiFi Coin™
here when stacking aiFis
horizontally.
AC adapter jack
Your aiFi is battery operated and
can also be used connected to an
AC power source via the aiFi
power adapter.

REGISTRATION AND SUPPORT
For latest updates and news please register your aiFi online at: www.aifi.se/support
For support matters please contact us on support@aifi.se

aiFi® and Sound Dimension® are registered trademarks of Sound Dimension AB in Sweden, the United States and other jurisdictions. Subject to international
patent application WO2015147737. All other mentioned product or company names and trademarks are owned by their respective holders.

